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SUMMARY
of this study was to
factors
associated
with
money value of the home-produced
food supply of non-owner farm families in cotton areas of Mississippi.

The purpose

investigate

Four hundred and forty-three white
and Negro families in Quitman and
Tate counties, Mississippi, were interviewed with the use of a schedule durOnly faming May and June, 1952.
ilies of two or more members and families in existence one year or more
were included. During the year preceding the study (1951-1952) these fam.ilies had an average income of $1389.
The incomes of 70 percent of them
ranged from $500-$1999.

For purposes of the study, families
classified into two groups according to money value of home-produced food used per person per family
during the year preceding the interview.
These groups were (1) under
$75 per person per family, including
249 families (2) $75 and over per person per family including 194 families.
Cash expenditures for food (including that eaten at home and away from
home) during the year preceding the
interview averaged about $500 for both
groups of families. From estimates of
purchases of certain key foods made
by the homemakers, it would seem that
lower production of families in group

were

was not made up by purchase.
The two types of factors which it
was thought might be associated with
money value of home-produced food
used examined were (1) general fam(1)

ily characteristics (2) other factors including those more directly related to
specified practices and to habits and
attitudes of individual family members.
Included in family characteristics
were net family income, form of farm
non-ownership
renter
or
(whether
sharecropper and farm laborer) race,
schooling of male head and wife, and
size of family.
Lower money values
of home-produced food were found to
be associated with lower family incomes, farming as a sharecropper or
farm laborer, the Negro race, less than
7 grades schooling of male head, less
than 7 grades schooling of wife, and
families with 6 members or more.

Other factors examined included:
practices and knowledge

present

recommended

(1)

of
practices (2) facilities for

food production (3) losses through food
spoilage (4) time expenditures of wife

and male head

(5) production tradiattitudes, and planning (6) participation in agricultural and home

tions,

economics groups; reading (7) who does
the production and processing tasks.
(1)

Presenl Pxaclices and Knowledge
of

Recommended

Relatively

Praclices

more

families in the highover per person) group car-

er ($75 and
ried on various

food production and
processing practices.
A larger percentage of families in this higher production group had served one or more
foods on the report day in 5 of the 7
basic food types.
Families with hens,
hogs, and a garden in this higher production group were using better feeding practices, more often doing something about poultry diseases and garden
pests.

in

The knowledge, which homemakers
these two groups of families had

about food types they should have in
a day's menus, about egg and milk production standards, about how to feed
hens and hogs, and about treatment for
poultry diseases and garden pests, was
not

significantly

different.

Food Production
Families in the higher food production group much more often had production facilities such as pasture land,
land suitable for a garden, and fenced
land for hogs. But there was no difference in percentage of families having these facilities in the two groups
who took advantage of them by having
a cow. a garden, and hogs.
(2)

Facililies

(3)

Food Losses Through Spoilage

for

Spoilage of food was not a special
problem for either of these non-owner
groups. It was somewhat more a problem for the higher money value group
who had more food to process or store.

Time Expenditures of Wife and
Male Head
Wives and male heads in the higher
food production group had spent more
time in food production and processing
(4)

for

family use

during the week for

which a record of all work activities
was given, than had those in the lower
food production group. In both groups
it was more often the wife who carried on such production and processing
activities and spent most time in doing them. More families in the lower
food group had babies and young children. But wives in these families did
not average as much time in household
activities, including care of children,
as did wives in the higher food group.
They did spend on an average more
time in gainful work (usually work on
the farm crop) than did wives in the
higher food group.
(5)

Production Tradition, Attitudes,

and Planning
Sixty-three percent of the homemakers in the lower value group and 84
percent in the higher value group had
learned to milk when children. Almost
two-thirds of the women in each group
of families had learned to can when
children (29 percent of the homemakers
in the lower group and 9 percent in
the higher group had never milked; the
proportions for those who had never

canned were 5 and 2, respectively.)
There was no evidence in this study
that limited food production for home
use was related to not liking home-

produced foods.
When asked food production and processing tasks their husbands liked best,

women

in the higher food production

group mentioned much more often work
with livestock than women in the lowWomen in
er food production group.
the lower food production group answered, "Likes no home-production
task" more often than women in the
higher food production group.
When homemakers of the study were
asked if they would have more, the
same, or less home-produced food this
year than last year, 52 percent in the
lower group and 69 percent in the higher group replied "More this year."
When asked to give the reason, only
6 percent of those in the lower and
9 percent in the higher group mentionBut about one-half of
ed planning.

women

in both groups reported
phases of planning such as
planted more, have more hogs and hens,
have a new cow.

the

practical

(6)

Participation of Family Members
10 Years and Over in Agricultural,

and Home Economics Groups;
Reading
Relatively more wives or female
heads and daughters in families of the
higher production group were participating at the time of the study in one
or more home economics programs than

were wives or female heads and daughters in families of the lower production
group.
There were no differences in
present participation in agricultural

programs by men and boys in families
of the two groups.
When wives or female heads, sons
and daughters are classified by whether
they have participated or are now participating in a Home Demonstration
Club or a 4-H Club program, a significantly higher percentage who had participated or were participating were

members

of families in the higher pro-

duction group.

More families in the higher production group were subscribing to one
or more homemaking and agricultural
magazines and papers than families
lower production group.

in

the
(7)

Who

Does

Production

and Pro-

cessing Tasks

There was no difference

in the avof members doing the 18
specified tasks in families of the two
groups performing such tasks. But
there was a difference in the two
groups in which family members performed these tasks. The higher production group of families had relatively
more male heads working on these 18
specified
production and processing
tasks, relatively fewer children; while
the lower production group of families
had relatively fewer male heads and
relatively more children.

erage

number

The job of buying groceries was
more often shared with the wife in the
families having higher food production.

The Home-Produced Food Supply

Non-Owner

of

Farm Families
SOME FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH
By

DOROTHY

IT

DICKINS^

INTRODUCTION
Previous dietary studies have shown
farm families with limited food
production and conservation programs
do not make up inadequacies of food
supply by purchase. These studies
show that production and conservation
of food for home use is especially limited in cotton areas of the South. This
is particularly the case with non-owner
farm families, including tenants and
laborers, in such areas.In Mississippi the predominant type
of farming is cotton farming.
More of
those who work as farmers are nonowners (either tenants or laborers) than
are owners. For this reason the homeproduced food supply has special significance for farm people of the state
and for those doing educational work
with them. Since adequacy in diet is
so closely correlated with the homeproduced supply— this supply might be
considered as the basis on which programs for better health must be based.
It is the purpose of this particular report to point out some of the factors
associated with lower and higher money
values per person of home-produced
that

by non-owner farm families in
cotton areas of the state. In the group
of higher values per person families
are suggestions for improving the sup-

food,

plies

of

lower production families.

T^c
Ihlt r-isivyrTT
l-AMlLltb
The study was made in Quitman
County of the Delta area and in Tate
County of the Brown Loam area. In
both counties the cotton farm was the
predominant type of farm. In both of
these counties there was a large number of non-owner white and Negro farm
°
„

tamines.
^

Thanks are due W.

J.

Sample areas were drawn by statisUnited States Bureau of
Agricultural Economics to yield approximately 100 white and 100 Negro
non-owner farm families in each of
these counties. Data were obtained in
May and June, 1952 by personal interviews with the homemaker and other
members of the family. Data were obtained from a total of 443 families. The
families were distributed in the two
counties and according to race as folticians in the

lows:
^^.^^ families
Negro families

(no.)
(no.)

.

*Coim^"
^

CourS ^

°99

ns

104

127

Only families of two or more members and famihes in existence one year
or more were included in this study,
Those families in which most of the
land they farmed was not owned were
study regarded as non-owners,
of 81 percent of
the 443 families in this study during
the report year May 1951 -May 1952
were below $2000. Net incomes included sum of receipts from farm operation
minus farm expense; wages and salaries; non-farm business receipts minus
business expenses; and all other nonfarm income except non-recurrent income such as inheritances. Five percent of the families had incomes of
$3000-$4999 and one percent had incomes of $5000 and over. Distribution
by income groups was as follows:
in this

The net incomes

^^^^^^ ^
under $500
$500

-

Percentage
ii

35

$999

an^^^er

ZZZZZZZZZ

19

*Seven families did not give the necessary
income information. These families were
placed in an income group on basis of information which was available.

Drapala for suggestions and help

in

connection with

statistical

analyses.

Family Food Consumotion in Three Tyoes of Farming Areas of Ihe South, I, An Analysis
of 1947 Food Data, Southern Coonerative Series Bulletin 7, June. 1950. and II, Analysis of
Weekly Food Records, Late Winter and Early Spring, 1948, Southern Cooperative Series Bulletin 20, November, 1951.
-
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The families in this study had an
average net income of $1389. Of this
amount an average of $1033 was netted
from farm operation, $252 from wages,
and non-farm business and
$104 from other non-farm income, such
as old age pensions, government allowances based on military services. Most
of the $252 from wages, salaries and
non-farm business was from farm wage
work. The amount of net income from
salaries,

non-farm work was very small.

An

average net decrease of $28 in value

and of livestock owned
between the beginning and end of the
of crops stored

was sustained. If this is
consideration the amount
netted from farm operation would average $1005 rather than $1033.
report year

taken

into

MONEY VALUE HOME
PRODUCED FOOD
In this study all foods produced by
the family or secured from lakes, woods,
fields, and the like and used by the
family (during the year preceding the
interview, May 1951-May 1952) were

regarded as home-produced. Data were
obtained on the amounts of such foods
used during this report period.-^ This
record included both home-produced,
fresh and processed food.
Home-produced foods eaten by the
household were valued at the price the
farmer could have received for them
if he had sold them.
Prices compiled
by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the United States Depart-

ment
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Agriculture

of

were used

for Mississippi
in so far as possible. Where

such prices were not available and the
food was sold locally, typical prices received by local farmers were used.
Families in this study have been
classified into two groups for analysis
those using during the report year
less than $75 per person per family of
home-produced food and those using
$75 or more per person per family of
home-produced food. The first group
we will designate as the lower money
value group and the second group as
the higher money value group. As will
be noted in Table 1, there are 249 fam-

—

ilies in the lower, 194 families in the
higher group.
The big difference in the lower and
higher money value groups were in
amounts of animal food products and
most especially in amounts of dairy
products produced and used. The higher value group produced and used five
times more dairy products than the
lower value group. Families with the
lower value averaged 5.11 members and
those with higher values, 4.32 mem-

bers.

The higher money value groups were
higher not only because they ate more
fresh home-produced food, but also because they ate more processed homeproduced food. Thus, 31 percent in the
lower and 64 percent in the higher
group ate canned or brined home produced vegetables or fruits of one or
more kinds during the report year. The

^ Schedule and methods used in the Southern Family P'ood Consumption study for obtaining annual home-pi oduced food and income data were used in this study. A new technique
was developed, however, for facilitating obtaining annual data on fresh vegetable consumption
based on length of harvest per vegetable from one planting furnished by W. S. Anderson
of the Horticulture Department of Mississippi State College.

Table 1. Average money value of home-produced foods used by families with home-produced
values of food of under $75 per person and wilh home-produced values of food of $75
and over per person, 1951-1952.

Money value
Under
Hom'e-produced foods

of
$75 per

person

per person

(249 families)

(194 families)

Dollars

Meat*

--

-

--

—

Poultry and eggs

Game and

fish

-

—

Dairy products
Potatoes
Other vegetables
Cornmeal, syrup, and nuts
Fruits
Total
*

^

—

-

-

-

—
-

Includes lard rendered from dressed pork.

-

—

home-produced foods
$75 or more
Dollars
94
71
2

30
28
2
43

213

7

17

30
4

-

3

-

147

10
481

HOME-PRODUCED FOOD SUPPLY OF NON-OWNER FARM FAMILIES
number

eaten by
those families using for the lower
group, 45; for the higher group, 80.
Twenty percent in the lower group and
43 percent in the higher group had
home-produced canned tomatoes. Consumption of home-produced dried and
frozen food was seldom reported, dried
peas being the most common. Six percent of the families in the under $75
group and 21 percent in the $75 or more
group reported jams, jellies, and pre-

average

serves

of

quarts

home-produced fruits
from nearby

from

usually obtained
fields or woods.)
(fruits

Shown below is the distribution of
two money value groups (under $75

per person and $75 and over per person) by money value of home-produced
food used per family:

Money value home-produced food
$75
$75 and over

Money value

Under

food used
per family

per person
per family
Percent

Under $100
$100 - $249
$250 - $499 .. ...
$500 - $749
....
$750 - $999
$1000 and over
.

...

.

.

per person
per family
Percent

2

0

44
34

0

16
2
2
0

50
25

8

11
6

As will be noted, 80 percent of the
families in the lower group had money
values of home-produced food of less
than $250. The proportion for the higher group having such low money values
of home-produced food used was only
eight.
Seventy-five percent of the
families in the $75 and over group (the
higher group) had values between
$250-$749.
The highest value had by
a family in this study was $1929.

HOME-PRODUCED AND
OTHER FOOD
Families in the study were asked to
make an estimate of expenditures for
food during the year preceding the interview. This estimate included expenditures for: (1) food eaten at home,
either used at meals or
or carried from home in

7

the

two

money value groups had boarded

dur-

families

in

each

of

Food ex-

ing part of the report year.

averaged for the lower
home-production group $496 (or 44 percent of net income) and for the higher
penditures

one, $518 (or 30 percent of net income).
Families in the lower production group
spent 7 percent of the total amount
spent for food for that away from

home, while the higher production
group spent 12 percent of their total
food expenditures in this manner.

Money

value

of

foods

received

as

averaged only about $3 per famin the lower and $1 per family in

gifts

the

0

Three

ily

Milk, fresh pork,
the higher groups.
and turnip greens were the foods most
frequently received as gifts.

How much cash is spent for food
over a period of time is needed information, and useful in family planning.
Even more important, however,
is information on what is bought with
the money, for kind of food purchased
Families
is related to adequacy of diet.
in this study were asked about purchases of milk and eggs during the report year and about purchases of specified kinds of animal protein foods, of
vegetables, and of fruits during the
past month.

Seventy-three

percent

of

the

249

lower home-produced
money value group and eight percent
in the higher money value group did
not own or have use of a milk cow.
There were periods during the year, of
course, for many families with milk

families

in

the

in which the cow or cows were
dry. Furthermore, some families with
their own milk supply purchase certain
milk products for specified uses. Listed below are percentages of families

cows

in the two groups having expenditures
To the
for specified kinds of milk.
right of these percentages is given av-

erage quantities purchased by those
purchasing during the 1951-1952 period.

Money

between meals
packed lunches

Under

by family members (2) foods eaten
away from home, not from the home

Product

supply, such as drinks, ice cream,
candy, restaurant meals, boarding out.

Buttermilk
Canned Milk
Dried Milk

Whole Milk

value home-produced food
$75 and over

$75

per person
per family

per person
per family

15 (40 gallons)
17 (65 gallons)
66 (86 pounds)
31 (33 pounds)

13 (30 gallons)
12 (26 gallons)
36 (36 pounds)
19 (10 pounds)

8
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Fluid milk was purchased by a limnumber of these farm families.
Those families purchasing milk were
most likely to purchase canned milk.
Canned milk was used extensively in
infant feeding. Furthermore, it is the
most familiar kind of "store milk."
Only recently since refrigeration has
become relatively common has handling of fluid milk become feasible for
ited

Dried milk is also a
rural groceries.
relatively new product on the market.

Twenty-six percent of the families
in the lower money value group and
percent in the higher money value
group had buttermilk given to them
during the report year.
Only 8 percent of the families in the lower group
had whole milk given them, while only
one of the 194 families in the higher
group received this kind of milk as a
9

gift.

From estimates based on total milk
produced and used, bought and received as a gift as compared with amounts
suggested by the Human Nutrition and
Home Economics Services of the United
States Department of Agriculture (SVz
cups of milk, cheese, ice cream for children and 2V2 to 3 cups for adults per
day in terms of fluid milk), it would
seem that lack or limited milk production for home use was not made up
by purchase and gift.
Seventy-three percent of the families
lower group and 97 percent in
the higher group owned hens. Homemakers in 33 percent of the lower
money value group of families and 12
percent in the higher money value
group of families, however, had purchased eggs during the schedule year.
Average amount purchased by families
in the

buying was 18 and

16

dozen eggs,

re-

spectively.

Canned fish and lunch meat, including wieners and sausage, was the
kind of meat which was purchased the
month preceding the interview by the
largest proportion of families in both
groups. The percentage of families in
the two groups having expenditures for
specified kinds of meats is shown below. To the right of these percentages

is

512

given average quantities bought by

those buying.

Money value home-proUnder
Kind

of

meat

Lunch meat

Fresh fish
Beef
Poultry
Frozen fish

per person
per family

(in-

cluding wieners
and sausage)

Canned fish
Lean pork

duced food
$75 and over

$75

per person
per family

68 (4.7 lbs.)
67 (5.8 lbs.)
40 (3.9 lbs.)

62 (4.3 lbs.)

26 (7.0 lbs.)
18 (3.7 lbs.)

52
23
25
25

(9.7 lbs.)

15 (4.1 lbs.)

10 (5.0 lbs.)

3 (4.9 lbs.)

5 (9.0 lbs.)

(5.9 lbs.)

(5.4 lbs.)

(4.0 lbs.)

It is interesting to note that although
the group of families with higher food
production money values used much

more home-produced meat, they used
nearly as much purchased meat as did
the group of families with lower values
of home-produced meat.
One might
conclude from this production and purchase information that there were families, especially in the lower production group, who did not supplement
this home supply of meat with enough
meat to give 5 or 6 servings per person per week suggested for low cost
diets by the Human
Nutrition and
Home Economics Services of the United
States Department of Agriculture.

The month preceding the interview
was for most families mid-spring, for
a few, later spring. During this season
vegetables such as turnip greens and

mustard greens are commonly harvested (90 percent of the families in the
lower and 98 percent in the higher
money value food groups had a garden.)
It is not until later spring that
local cabbage is available.
Irish potatoes come later, usually in June.

Those with a home processed or stored supply of tomatoes and potatoes
have usually eaten it up by mid-spring.
This includes sweet potatoes, too, which
are harvested in the fall. In this season fresh citrus fruit is not available
in as large quantities and costs more
than in fall and winter. These facts
are important in understanding the
variations in percentage of families
purchasing and in average amounts
purchased of such vegetables and fruits

by farm families purchasing. The percentages and averages amounts are:

—
HOME-PRODUCED FOOD SUPPLY OF NON-OWNER FARM FAMILIES
Money

Under

Products

(3.8 heads)
(6.1 lbs.)
(3.2 lbs.)
(5 no.)
(12.6 lbs.)
11 (11.3 lbs.)

27
40
59
3
27

Oranges
It

is

.

interesting that families in the

two money value home produced food
groups spent about the same amount of
money for food. The group with more
home produced food purchased less
milk and eggs, but seemed to purchase
about as much meat, fruits, and vegetables, and even more of specified
kinds. Perhaps the value of home production lies in the fact that it makes
a more flexible family food dollar
that it makes available funds for more
citrus fruits, for a change in meat, for
ready prepared products that release
preparation time for the homemaker.
In this study 83 percent of the families
in the lower production group and 88
percent in the higher production group
bought bakers' bread during the report
month with an average of about 6
loaves per family purchasing, in the
lower, and 8 loaves per family purchasing in the higher group. This average

was

in spite of the smaller families
in the group in which there was more

home-produced food used.

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH
HOME-PRODUCED FOOD
There were two types of factors examined as probably related to the family
home-produced supply of food.
These were: (a) General family characteristics, such as family income, race,
and type of farm tenure, number members in family and schooling of male
head and wife or female head,
(b)
Other factors including those more directly related to specified practices and
to habits and attitudes of individual
family members. These included:
1.
Knowledge about good diets, pro-

61 (16.0 lbs.)

6 (4.9 lbs.)
3 (3.3 bunches)

„

Grapefruit
citrus juice

$75

60 (16.9 lbs.)

Sweet potatoes
Greens in bunches, such as turnip, mustard, collards
Cabbage
Canned tomatoes
Tomato paste or sauce

Canned

and over
per person
per family

$75

per person
per family

Irish potatoes

9

value home-produced food

7 (4.6 lbs.)
2 (5 bunches)

28 (3.9 heads)
45 (7.0 lbs.)
43 (3.0 lbs.)
4 (10.7 no.)
35 (13.7 lbs.)
25 (16.7 lbs.)

duction standards, and recommended
production and preservation processes.
for

food production.

2.

Facilities

3.

Losses through spoilage.

4.

and

Time spent in food production
processing and other work ac-

tivities.
5.

Production tradition, production
and production planning.

attitudes,
6.

Participation in agricultural and
groups; reading.

home economics

The pattern

of production and
by family members as it
affects amounts produced.
Figure 1 gives a comparison of per7.

processing

centages of families with specified
characteristics such as with higher or

lower income, with wife having completed less than 7 grades and with wife
having completed 7 grades or more, in
the two home production groups. The
differences between the percentage of
families in the two groups having specified characteristics are in all cases
significant.^
Higher money value of
home-produced food was related to
higher income, to the form of tenancy
in which the operator makes the important decisions as to the farm enterprise,
to the white race, to more schooling of
male head and wife and to small families.

Any

difference in percentages of fam-

Quitman and Tate Counties
with higher and lower money value of
home-produced foods can be accounted
for in large part by differences in type
of farm non-ownership in the two
ilies

in

counties.
than the

farm
hands.

More

of the

Quitman County

Tate County families were
sharecroppers and farm wage
'

Differences between percentages are considered significant if they are large enough so
would not occur through chance variation in sampling more frequently than 5 times
For convenience the following publication was used: Vernon Davies, Table Showing
Significance of Differences Between Percentages. Washington Agricultural Experiment Station Circular No. 102. Sept., 1950.
*

that they
in 100.
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MONEY VALUE

HOME PRODUCED
FOOD PER PERSON

UNDER
1 75

INCOME
UNDER
^1,000

Figure

1.

A

NEGROES

6 OR
MORE
MEMBERS

1 75

OVER

V/////A

MALE HEAD
LESS THAN
7 GRADES

WIFE

LESS THAN
7 GRADES

comparison of percentages of families wilh specified characteristics having
of home-produced food of under $75 and of $75 and over per person per

money value
family.

CROPPERS
AND
LABORERS

8.

HOME-PRODUCED FOOD SUPPLY OF NON-OWNER FARM FAMILIES
Practices and

Knowledge About

11

comparing information concerning same
had by homemakers in these two

Practices

groups of families.

One of the questions on the schedule was: "What foods have you served at meals and between meals in the
last 24 hours?"
It was from this list
of foods served at the morning, noon,

In planning the study on factors affecting the home-produced food supply, it was thought that an important

one might be the knowledge homemakers had about an adequate diet and
about standards for good production
and recommended production practices.
The schedule was designed to deter-

and evening meals and between meals
that the percentage of families having
one or more foods in each of the Basic
Seven food types was obtained. These
seven types are (1) green and yellow
vegetables (2) citrus fruits and toma-

mine knowledge homemakers had of
the Basic Seven food groups, of standards for egg and milk production, best
feed for laying hens and hogs, and of

and vegetables (4)
meat (including poultry and fish), eggs,
dried legumes (5) milk, cheese, ice
cream (6) whole wheat, restored and
enriched cereals (7) butter and fortified margarine. Reports were obtained
on this question from 440 families.
There was a significant difference in
percentage of families using foods from
each food type except citrus fruits and
tomatoes and whole wheat, restored,
and enriched cereals (Figure 2).
toes (3) other fruits

treatment for garden bugs and poultry
diseases.

Because production of one group of
was considerably higher than
it might be assumed that more
would be serving foods in
each of the Basic Seven food groups
and that better production and processing practices were being followed.
Some discussion will be given, therefore, about these actual practices before

families
another,
families

MONEY VALUE

HOME PRODUCED
PERSON

FOOD PER

FRUITS &

FRUITS &

DRIED

MILK
AND

BUTTER &

YELLOW
VEGETABLES

TOMATOES

VEGETABLES

LEGUMES

PRODUCTS

MARGARINE

GREEN &

Figure 2.
foods

CITRUS

OTHER

MEAT EGGS

FORTIFIED

WHOLE WHEAT
8.

ENRICHED

CEREALS

Percenlage of families with lower and with higher money value home-produced
or more foods in each of the Basic Seven types on report day.

who used one
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Very few families in either production group had used either citrus fruits
All
or tomatoes on the report day.
families had used enriched cereal, since
by Mississippi law all white flour and
bolted corn
enriched.

meal and

grits

must be

Homemakers were asked about the
number of hens they had and how

many eggs these hens had laid in the
They were also asked
past 24 hours.
about the number of cows they were
milking now and number of gallons of
milk from them in the last 24 hours.
From Mississippi State College poultry
and dairy specialists, definitions for
good layers and good milk producers
at season of interview were set up.
Good layers were defined as hens that
laid .6 or more eggs per day. Thus if a
family had 10 hens and these hens laid
7 eggs, the family had good layers.
Good milk producers were defined as
cows that averaged 2 gallons or more
According to these
of milk per day.
definitions, about 20 percent of the
families with hens had good layers and
about 40 percent with cows giving milk
at the time of the interview had good
milk producers. Seventy-three percent
of the families in the lower homeproduced food group and 97 percent in
The
the higher group owned hens.

Homemakers in relatively more of
the lower food production families (37
percent) than in the higher food production families (17 percent) reported
feed for hens as food garbage, waste
from feeding livestock, and green material such as grass.
Higher food production families most often produced
feed for their hens, generally corn. But
only 10 percent of the lower production group and 21 percent of the higher production group fed hens laying
mash (feed including a good protein
supplement), recommended by poultry
specialists.

About one-fourth of the homemakers
in each production group reported poultry diseases during year preceding the
interview.

About

Figure 3 shows what women in each
two production groups did about
poultry diseases.
There is a significant difference in percentage of families in the two groups who used a
purchased remedy. The higher production group more often used this type

ment
were found
lower and

higher production groups having good
The
layers and good milk producers.
little difference in the two groups may
have been related to the season in
which the study was made.
Several questions were included in
the schedule relating to specified production and processing practices, and
asked women in families carrying on
such activities.
These included:
(1)
What are you feeding your hens now?
(2) During the past year has your poultry had any kinds of disease?
If yes,
what? What did you do? (3) What are
you feeding your hogs now? (4) Have
you had any trouble with bugs in growing vegetables?
If yes, what?
What
did you do? (5) What method did you
use in canning tomatoes?

the

of the

tively.

significant differences

of

eases most often mentioned were cholera and roup. According to the Agricultural Extension Poultry Specialist,
the two main diseases of poultry in
the state are cold and leukosis.

of treatment.

No

one-third

women in each group said they did not
know the name of the disease. Dis-

percentages owning cows (or having
use of same) were 23 and 87, respec-

in percentages of families in

512

Home

remedies included such treatas giving poultry coal oil in corn-

meal and giving them bluing water.
wide assortment of purchased remedies were mentioned, such as Walk-

A

O-Tablets, sulmet solution, Dr. Legear's
powder.
According to Animal Husbandry specialists, hogs should have a good protein supplement (such as soybean meal,
milk) along with grain. In this study
15 percent of the families with lower
production values and 26 percent with
higher production values reported the
use of such proteins.
Fifty-five percent of the families in
the lower and 78 percent in the higher
production groups had hogs. Families
with higher money values of homeproduced food were more likely to produce their hog feed and less likely to
depend on garbage and hogs rooting

around premises for their own feed.
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LEGEND
HOME REMEDY
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PURCHASED REMEDY

HOME

PRODUCED

NOTHING
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UNDER
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90

100

PER CENT
Figure

3.

Percenlage of families with lower and higher money values home-produced foods
by methods used in treating poultry diseases.

classified

sprays (the percentage was much higher for the high production group.)
As will be noted, quite a number of
families in both groups used cotton
poison and DDT in their vegetable garden. These two types of chemicals are
usually not recommended for vegetable gardens since little is known about
how much of these chemicals the plants
take up. There are other poisons that
will do a more effective job.
Home remedies included for the most
part picking the bugs off the plant
and sprinkling the vegetables with

Ninety percent of the families in the
lower production group and 98 percent
in the higher production group had had
a garden at some time during the report year.
Most of these families (71
percent in the lower and 82 percent in
the higher production groups) reported trouble with garden bugs. Figure 4
shows what these families did about
this trouble with these garden pests.
There was a significant difference in
the percentage of families who did
nothing (the percentage was much
higher for the low production group
of families) and in the percentage of
families using commercial dusts and

ashes.

The question about the method used

LEGEND
NOTHING

COTTON

HOME REMEDIES

MONEY VALUE
$75

8.

HOME

I

I

POISON

AND DDT

COMMERCIAL DUSTS & SPRAYS

PRODUCED

FOOD

PER

PERSON

OVER

UNDER $75
40

50

60

80

90

100

PERCENT
Figure

4.

Percentage of families with lower and higher money values home-produced foods
by methods used in treating garden bugs.

classified
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in canning" tomatoes yielded no significant differences between homemakers
in lower and higher production famSeventy-six percent of the homeilies.
makers in families in the former and
95 percent in the latter groups had

themselves canned tomatoes once or
The methods used by these
more.

homemakers were

as follows:

Money value home-pioduced food

Methods of
Canning Tomatoes

Open

Under

$75

per person
per family

and over
per perso^i
per family

$75

Percent

Percent

55
29
15

49
23
23

kettle

Water bath
Pressure Cooker
Combination of- two
of the above

»

1

The water bath method

(or process-

ing jars in a boiling water bath)

is

the

Families in the lower production
group had an average of 3.4 of the 7.0
basic food types not represented on
yesterday's menu and homemakers in
these families reported an average of
types per family not represented.
Families in the higher production group
had an average of 2.4 food types not
represented and homemakers in these
families reported an average of .46 food
types not represented.
Both groups
reported about one out of five missing
food types. One cannot, therefore, say
that poorer diets of the low production families were related to lack of
information of homemakers in these
families.
They had more of the Basic
Seven food types missing, but they reported more; in fact, relatively the
same as homemakers in high produc.72

method recommended for canning tomatoes by the Human Nutrition and

tion families.

Home Economics

in

Services of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture as well as
the Mississippi Extension Service. Additional information was obtained from
women using the water bath or pressure cooker methods as to what they
did when there were air bubbles in the
jar after packing, or not enough liquid.
No significant differences were found
in replies of women in the two groups
of families.

After homemakers reported on foods
served at and between meals in the last
twenty-four hours, they were asked if
there were any important kinds or
classes of foods your family didn't have
you think they should have had. There
were 236 women in +he lower food
production group and 178 in the higher
food production group who had one
or more of the basic food types missing
The opinions
in their day's menus.
of these 414 women concerning missing
food types were as follows:
Families with one or more
missing food types having
money value home-produced food
Under $75
$75 and over
per person
per person
Percent
Percent

Opmion of
Homemakers

Thought no type or
kind of food missing
Thought one or more
food types missing but
imable to give all
missing types
Recognized all
missing types
.

47

67

47

25

G

8
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There were two questions included
the schedule to determine knowledge of homemakers about production
standards. These were: "Do you think
you have good layers?"; "Do you think
your milk cow is a good producer?"
Twenty-eight percent of the women in
the low production group were correct
about production of their hens and 42
percent about the production of their
milk cows. The proportions of women

who were

correct in higher production
families were 30 and 49 percent.
In
other words, there was little difference
in percentage of women in families of
the two production groups having correct information about production standards.
It is interesting to note, however, that more women were correct
about milk production than egg production. The group owning milk cows

was,

however,

a

smaller

and

more

select one.

Nor were there

significant differences
these two groups of
homemakers about the way hens and
hogs should be fed. About one-fourth
of the women in families not feeding
a protein supplement to chickens and
nearly one-third not feeding it to hogs
The
said they should be feeding it.
remainder (or the majority) thought
their way of feeding a good way.
Replies obtained from women in the
in

two

opinions

of

groups concerning information
about a better way to treat poultry dis-

HOME-PRODUCED FOOD SUPPLY OF NON-OWNER FARM FAMILIES
cases and garden bugs revealed few
differences.
The majority of women
who did nothing or used a home remedy had not heard of a better method.
This proportion was, however, relatively larger for poultry diseases than garden bugs. Eighty-five percent of the
women in the low production group
and 80 percent in the high production

group did not use the recommended

method for canning, or at least all techniques which are customarily included
in directions such as, removing air bubbles before sealing.
But 81 percent of
the women in the former and 76 percent in the latter groups thought the

way they canned tomatoes a good way.
From comments made it would seem
the criteria of a good method is a method in which the tomatoes do not spoil.
The tomatoes may, of course, keep, yet
a great deal of vitamin C be lost in
the canning
process.
Eecommended
methods take into consideration conservation of this important vitamin.

Facilities for

Food Production

Data were obtained on three types of
production facilities.
These were (1)
pasture land (2) land suitable for growing vegetables (3) fenced land to keep
hogs.

As will be noted, higher production
families more often had each of these
three facilities, as is shown below:

Facilities

I'asture land
Suitable garden
land
Fenced land for

Families having money
value home-produced food
Under $75 $75 and over
per person
per person
Percent
Percent
54

93

94

hogs

Of those families who owned milk
cows, 89 percent in the lower production group and 95 percent in the higher production group had pastures. The
proportion with gardens and with hogs
who had suitable garden land, and
fenced-in land for hogs was 91 for both
gardens and hogs for families in the
lower production group and 95 for both
of these for families in the higher pro-

duction group.
These differences are
not statistically significant. The lower
production group of this study cannot

15

be characterized as one that takes less
facilities than the higher
production group. It can, however, be
characterized as less often having the
facility.
It may not always be economically sound to provide land for
every tenant to produce at home. But
certainly a supply of home-produced
food makes for better health and hence
more useful and efficient workers.

advantage of

Losses Through Spoilage
Homemakers were asked to give
record

a

home-produced

foods lost
through spoilage during the report
year. It was thought that greater spoilage of foods stored for home use might
account at least in part for less homeproduced food.
Information was obtained from each homemaker on the
food spoiled, the amount spoiled, kind
of spoilage, and how the food was stored.
The percentage of families in the
groups reporting spoilage was:
of

Money value
Under
Food
Sweet potatoes
Irish potatoes
Canned fruits

and vegetables
Cured meat
Onions

person
per fam'ily

pe'^

12 (3 4 bu.)
8 (3.7 bu.)
7 (6 qts.)

B (53 lbs.)
A

(2

hom*e-pro-

duced foods
$75 and over

.$75

pecks)

per person
per family
18 (4.5 bu.)
13 (2.7 bu.)

•

11 (5 qts.)
9 (98 lbs.)
2 (2 pecks)

Dried peas
2 (2 pecks)
1 (7 pecks)
and beans
In brackets to the right of the percentage
is given the average amount of food spoiled
by families reporting spoilage.

There were no significant differences
between the two groups of families in
percentage having had spoilage in any
of the foods named. That spoilage was
no special problem was no doubt related to the fact that there was for
most families of this study, not very

much

stored or processed food to spoil.
"Rotted" was the type of spoilage
most often reported for sweet potatoes.

Irish potatoes, and onions. These foods
were generally stored in the barn. The
potatoes were placed in a crib, t'fo
onions in a sack hanging from the wall.
The onions were often Bermudas.
The two types of meat spoilage most
often mentioned were (1) souring, or
souring at the bone (2) skipper flies.
The meat was usually stored in the
smoke house, or in some room of the

house.
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Type of spoilage of canned vegetables
and fruits was most often described as
Several homemakers men"soured."
More
tioned bad rubbers and jars.
quarts of tomatoes were reported as
spoiled than quarts of non-acid vegeIt may be that more care was
tables.
taken in canning non-acid vegetables
such as peas, corn, beans, since they
are known to need special care, (about
three times more home-produced nonacid canned vegetables than canned
tomatoes were reported as used.) Most

women

said they kept their canned
vegetables and fruits in the house, often in the kitchen.

in Food Production
and Processing and Other Work

Time Spenl

Activities

Each

homemaker interviewed was

to estimate the time spent during the week preceding the interview
by herself and the male head of the
family in (1) housework, including care
of children (2) food production and
processing for home use (3) care of
yard and premises (4) gainful work (or
In interassistance in gainful work).
preting time expenditures of men and
women of this study, one would, of
course, want to hold in mind that the
study was made in May and June. This
was during the "cotton chopping" sea-

asked

512

son, a period of great activity on the
cotton farm. It was before the season
of greatest food processing activity.

The percentages of male heads and
of wives or female heads who did work
of the specified kinds during the report week is shown in Table 2. There
were significant differences in percentages of male heads and of wives or
female heads in the two groups who
carried on food production and processing activities of various kinds.
larger proportion of both men and women
in the $75 or more per person production group carried on such activities.
The wife and male head in the higher
production group spent 11 and 4 hours,
respectively, in food production and
processing activities during the report
week. Those in the lower production
group spent less or 6 and 2 hours.

A

(Table

2).

Garden work and care of milk cows,
including milking, were the two kinds
most often
carried on by the male heads. The percentage of wives or female heads of
families in the two groups spending
time during report week in various
of food production activities

kinds of production activities is shown
below. To the right of these percentages is given average number of hours
(rounded to nearest hour) spent by
those devoting time to such activities.

Table 2. Percentage of male heads and wives or female heads who did work of specifiea
kinds and average hours spent by those who did the work during report week in families
with money values of home-produced foods under $75 per person and in families with
money values of home-produced foods^ S75 and over per person.

Male heads

Money value homeKind

of

work

Wives or female heads
Money value home-

produced food
produced food
Under $75
Under $75
$75 and more
$75 and more
per person
per person
per person
per person
Percentage of families doing
|

|

Housework and care of children
Food production and processing

Work

in

yard and premises

Gainful work
Total (specified kinds above)

4

4

22
3
95
96

44

Average number

Housework and care of children
Food production and processing

Work

in yard and premises
Gainful work
(specified kinds above)
Number persons

Total

19
2
2
51
54

225*

1

97
98

of hours

100
80
21
70
100

by those having the

visiting.

activity

3

39

42

4

6

11
3

1

53
54
189*

2

43
76
244*

In 24 families there was no male head.
•*In 5 families there was no male head.
***In 2 families there was no wife or female head and in three families the wife
away

100
100
39
64
100

38
79
194

had been
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Money value home-produced foods
Under $75 $75 and over

Type

of

work

per person
per family

Garden work
Poultry work

60
57
17
18
2

-

Work with milk cows
Churning
Food processing

per person
per family
71 (5)
87 (4)
72 (5)

(4)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(2)

68

(2)

10 (3)

There were significant differences

in

percentage of women from families in
the two groups who spent time during report week in all five of the kinds
Higher
of production activities listed.
values of food for home use are related
to time expenditures on such activities

by the homemaker.
In only one of the other three types
work activities listed in Table 2 was
there a significant difference in percentage of wives or female heads in
the two groups of families doing. This
difference was in those spending time
in work in yard and premises, such as
working in flowers, mowing lawn, and
of

The same kind
spent more time in food
production for family use spent more
time caring for surroundings around
the house.
As will be noted, all women spent
some time in housework or care of
children during the report week (Table
House-work activities included (1)
2).
food preparation and cooking (2) washing dishes and cleaning kitchen (3)
cleaning other parts of the house (4)
washing clothing and household textiles
trimming shrubbery.

women who

of

(5)

ironing.

There was

or no difference in
percentage of women in the two groups
carrying on various housework activPractically evities during the week.
little

woman in both groups had spent
some time doing all five of these kinds
of housework. But there was a signifi-

ery

cant difference in percentage of women
in the two groups who had spent time
caring for babies and young children.
Forty-five percent of the women in
families of the lower food production
group and 26 percent in families of the
higher food production group had spent
some time in this activity.

From

these

percentages

it

might

seem that more frequent presence of
young children in the lower production
group

of

families

might account for

FAlVnLIES
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lower values of home-produced food.
When one consults, however. Table 2,
one finds that these women in the lower money value food group average 39
hours per week doing housework and

Women in the
food group of families averaged 42 hours.
Figure 5 shows
average hours spent in these activities
by women in the two groups of fam-

caring
higher

children.

for

money value

ilies.

Production Tradilion, Production
Attitudes, and Production
Planning
There were two questions asked that
had to do with production tradition, or
passing along production information
from parents to children. Homemakers
were asked: (1) Do you know how to
milk? If yes, when did you learn? (2)
Have you ever canned any foods? If
yes, when did you learn to do it?
Twenty-nine percent of the 247 wives
or female heads in families of the lower value group and 9 percent of the
194 wives or female heads in families
the higher value group said they
did not know how to milk. Of the remaining who said they knew how to
milk,
the
percentages saying they
learned when a child and after adulthood were as follows:
of

Money value home-pro-

When

Under

duced food
$75 and ntore

$75

learn to milk' per person
per family

When

a child

63

per person
per family
84

4
6
Adulthood
A few women gave no report or said they
did not know. Others had not learned.
•

The

women

difference in percentages of
of the two production groups

who had

learned to milk

when they

were children is statistically significant.
Higher home-produced food was found
where the
in the group of families
homemaker had learned to do this activity

when

Women

a child.

two groups of families
responded about the same to the question about when they learned to can.
Only 5 percent in families of the lower
group and 2 percent in families of the
higher group said they had not canned any foods. A little more than 60
in the
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CARE OF
CHILDREN

WASHING

CLEANING

DISHES &

OTHER

CLEANING
KITCHEN

PARTS
OF HOUSE

WASHING
CLOTHES &
HOUSEHOLD

IRONING

TEXTILES

Average number of hours spent in various housework aclivilies and in child care
5.
by wives and female heads spending some time in these activities classified by amount
of home-produced food.

Figure

percent of the
of

families

women

said

when they were

in each group
they learned to can

children.

About

30

percent in each group of families said
they learned to can after they reached
adulthood.
As noted, the majority of women in
both groups learned these two work
activities when they were children. But
a relatively high proportion of women
learned to can after they reached adulthood.
Two types of questions were used
in studying attitudes towards home

production: (1) a question designed to
find out if the male head and homemaker in these families liked homeproduced food (2) a question designed
to find out if the male head in these
families enjoyed work in connection
with home production.

To find out whether or not the male
and wife liked home-produced
food, two typical dinner menus, one
head

of foods commonly home-produced, the
other of foods commonly purchased,
were set up. These dinners were:

HOME-PRODUCED FOOD SUPPLY OF NON-OWNER FARM FAMILIES
Dinner
Wieners

Dinner (b)
Fried middling or
side meat
Turnip greens
Baked sweet potatoes
Cornbread

(a)

Boiled dried beans
Boiled rice

Loaf bread

Canned peaches

Egg pie

(store bought)

Buttermilk

Coffee

Each homemaker was asked: You
have the food to cook either one or
the other of the following two dinners.
Which would your husband like best?
Why? Which would you like best?

Why?
Seventy-five percent of the homemakers said Dinner (b) for themselves
and 73 percent Dinner (b) for their
husbands in families of the lower production group. In families of the higher production group 83 percent of the
said Dinner (b) for themselves and 80 percent Dinner (b) for
From this it would
their husbands.''
seem that most of these women and
men would prefer home-produced food,
with no differences in individuals of

homemakers

lower and higher food production families.
It is realized, of course, that if
purchased or home-produced
other
foods had been in the dinners that the
response might have been different.
But these foods were those commonly
used by many of the families.

The only
replies of

wives in the group of higher food production families. Liking no food production activity was more often mentioned by wives in the lower production group.
In developing the schedule the posof including questions regarding food production planning for home
use was investigated. After some pretesting it was decided that the best
method of getting this type of information would be indirectly.
The questions to get information on this point
were: Do you think you are going to
have more, the same, or less home-produced foods for the family during 1952
than during 1951? If more, which ones?
Can you give a reason for having more
this year?
If less, which ones?
Can
you give a reason for having less this

sibility

year?

to

lows:

What food production

tasks does

Women

of families reported
food production ac-

best-liked
tivities of their husbands as follows:

these

Money
Food production
activities husband
likes best*

Under

value home-prod uced food

$75

per person
per family
Percent

$75

and moie

per person
per family
Percent

(1)

Livestock,

25

42

(2)

work with hogs
and cows
Garden, truck
crops

21

24

24

15
5
5
2

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

i.e.,

Field crops, i.e.,
corn, watermelons
All other

is shown the percentage
homemakers giving various replies
amount of food production this year

In Figure 6

home

do best?

of

was much more often mentioned by

of

to

in

two groups

the percentage in the two groups who
replied (1) Livestock, etc., and (5) Likes
none.
Liking to work with livestock

to find out if the male
in connection with
production was worded as fol-

your husband like
in the two groups

differences

in the

families regarding food production activity liked by their husbands was in

head enjoyed work

The question

significant

women

19

as

compared with the previous year
As will be noted, 52 percent of

(1951)

the

.

homemakers

tion

families

higher

in the lower producand 69 percent in the

production

families

would have more food

difference in percentages
significant.

Women

said

this year.
is

they
This

statistically

from the low pro-

duction group of families more often
said "Less" or "About the same" as in
1951.

.

Likes none
Has no time to do
Doesn't know
No report

6
14
5
3

2

4
3

*"A11 other" includes poultry, work with
both cows, hogs, and garden, etc. There were
225 husbands in the lower and 189 in higher
production groups of families.

Those 129 homemakers in famihes of
the lower food production group and
the 133 homemakers in famihes of the
higher food production group who said
they would have more food this year
(1952)

gave as their reasons:

Further analysis of these data are contained in an article "Attractive Menu Iterrfs"
accepted for publication in American Journal
of Dietetics Association.
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MONEY VALUE

HOME PRODUCED
FOOD PER PERSON
UNDER $75

70

60

$75 & OVER

30

20

10

MORE THAN
LAST YEAR

LESS THAN
LAST YEAR

ABOUT SAME
LAST YEAR

DO NOT

KNOW

AS

Figure 6. Percentage of families with lower and higher money values of home-produced
foods classified by replies of homemakers to question about amount of home-produced
food 1952 as compared with year preceding interview, 1951.

Money value home-produced food
$75 $75 and more

Reasons for more
food products for

Under

home

per person
per family

use 1952

than 1951

Percent
Planted rrfore, have
new cow, have more
hogs and hens
Season or growing

Am

per person
per family

Percent

49

54

9

15

6
13

9
5

1

2

better

doing more plan-

ning, trying more
Better land
More assistance on
part of family members this year
Wishful thinking
(i.e., need it more,
hoping for more)

11

Better fencing
All other reasons
Reason not given

2
4
5

6
0
7

2

interesting to note that women
in the two groups gave about the same
reasons for having more in 1952 than
It

1951.

is

Few mentioned

er group.

But the

might be said

planning in eithreason listed

first

to represent the pracphases of planning. This reason
(planted more, have new cow, have
more hogs and hens) was mentioned
by about one-half of the women in
both groups.
tical

Reasons given for having less homeproduced food in 1952 were:

Money

Reasons for less
food products for

home use 1952
than 1951

value home-produced foods
Under $75 $75 and more
per person
per family
Percent

Planted less, not
as good cow, fewer
hogs and hens
Season or growing
not so good

Got a late start, didn't
get a good start
Poorer land
Less time on part of
family members
this year
All other reasons
Reason not given

per person
per family
Percent

15

7

49

66

7

2
9

6

10
11
.

2

2
12
2

Most of the homemakers in both
groups of families who said they would
have less food during the coming year
(82 in families of the lower group and
43 in families of the higher group)
attributed this fact to weather conditions. As will be noted, women in famof both production groups gave
about the same reasons for having more
and less home-produced food with no
ilies

significant differences in replies.

HOME-PRODUCED FOOD SUPPLY OF NON-OWNER FARM FAMILIES
Participation in Agricultural and

Home Economics
Each

Groups; Reading
homemaker interviewed was

asked whether the family had ever
been in the Farmer's Home Administra-

Farm Security program and if
any one now a member of the family
had taken the Veteran's Farm Training
Program. Also, she was asked to give
information on participation, both past
and present, for each member now in
tion or

the family who was of 10 years of age
or more in 4-H Club; Future Farmer
or Homemaker Club; high school agriculture or high school home economics;
college agriculture or home economics;
women's Home Demonstration Clubs;
Farm Bureau; and other agricultural
or homemaking clubs.
In Figure 7 is
shown both the percentage of families
with one or more members who had
participated or were participating in
the specified agricultural and Home
Economics groups and the percentage
who had never participated classified

—

by money value
This chart

is

of

home-produced

food.

limited to agricultural and

Home Economics

activities

in

which

there was a statistically significant difference between families of the two
production groups.
In many of the agricultural and home
economics activities about which questioned, our sample had so few participants that differences that probably
existed were not indicated. When the
number of cases is small, it takes large
differences to be statistically significant.

Thirty-two percent of the 111 famthe lower production group with
one or more sons 10 years and over at
home had one or more of these who

been students

less

than 3 years ago

of many tenant
farmers are retarded in school and
never reach the grades in which agriculture is taught.
This is also the
case with home economics for daughters, though not to as great extent,
since the economic worth of daughters
in making the farm crop is not as great

are

Sons

eligible.

as that of sons.
It would seem from Figure 7 that
4-H Club training for girls as well as
for boys is a mighty good guarantee of

higher food production for family use.
Thirty-four percent of the 110 families
of the lower production group with
girls 10 years and over at home and
54 percent of the 78 families of the
higher production group with girls 10
years and over at home had one or

more who were or had been 4-H Club
members.
Very few of the wives or female
heads included had been or were members of a home demonstration club, but
it is interesting to note that the difference in the two groups of families
with the wife or female head having

such experience was statistically significant (4 percent as compared with
11

percent.)

At the time
heads, wives,
the majority

group

were

of the interview, male
sons, and daughters in
of families in neither
participating in one or

agricultural or home economics
group programs of any kind. But relatively more of the members of the
higher production group of families
were participating as is shown:

more

Money value home-pro-

ilies in

were or had participated in the 4-H
Club. The percentage of the 83 famhigher production group
with one or more sons at home who
had or had had one or more participants in the 4-H Club was 52 (Figure
Percentages for families with sons
7).
ilies

in

the

or had been FFA members
were 3 and 13. The Future Farmers
of America (FFA) is an activity in

who were

connection with the agricultural teaching program in public schools.
Students of agriculture or those who have

21

Individual participating in one or

more programs

Under

Male heads
Wives or female heads
Sons
Daughters

duced foods
$75 and more
$75

per person
per family
Percent

per person
per family
Percent

2
5

8
14

27
24

41
45

Differences in percentage participating at present are, however, statistically significant only for the two female
groups. The home economics program
probably gives more emphasis to food
for home consumption than does the
agricultural program.

Every homemaker was asked to list
and homemaking papers

agricultural

MISSISSIPPI
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN

512

MONEY VALUE HOME PRODUCED
FOOD PER PERSON

NO 4-H CLUB
MEMBERS

4-H

ONE OR MORE
CLUB MEMBERS

NO PARTICIPATION

NOW

IN

PARTICIPATE

NOW

H.

ECON. PROGRAM

ECON.

IN

H.

PROGRAM

too

NO

4-H

CLUB

MEMBERS

4-H

WIVES OR

ONE OR MORE

NO FFA
MEMBERS

ONE OR MORE
CLUB MEMBERS

FEMALE

FFA MEMBERS

HEADS

100

HAD NO
H.S. HOME
ECONOMICS

HAD

H.S.

HOME
ECONOMICS

NEVER

MEMBER

NO

MEMBER

HOME DEM.
CLUB

PARTICIPATION

HOME DEM.
CLUB

NOW

HOME
ECON. GROUPS
IN

PARTICIPATE

NOW

IN

HOME ECON.
GROUP

7.
Percentage of families with one or more members who had participaled or who
were parlicipaiing in specified agricultural and home economics groups and the percentage with no members who had participated in these specified agricultural and home economics groups classified by money value home-produced food per person.
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and magazines to which the family now
There was a significant
subscribes.
difference in percentage of families in
the two groups taking one or more of
In the
these papers and magazines.

was no difference in average number
of members doing the 18 tasks in families of the two groups performing such
tasks.
But there was a difference in
the two groups in family members who

lower production group 19 percent of
the families took one or more of such
papers and magazines. In the higher
production group, the percentage taking
one or more was 46.
The two papers or magazines most
often reported by the families were
Progressive Farmer and Soulhern Agricullurisl (Farm and Ranch).
Those
families who subscribed to one or more
of agricultural and home economics
publications averaged 1.6 publications
per family. There was no difference in
average number of papers and magazines by families in the two groups sub-

performed these

scribing.

The Pattern of Production and
Processing by Family Members
or
not certain food production and processing activities had been carried on
in the home during the past year, and
if so to list each individual 10 years
and over who had engaged either as
the principal worker or assistant in
activities.

These

activities

in-

cluded: plow garden, hoe garden, decide vegetables to plant, decide amount
of space for each, gather vegetables,
prepare vegetables for canning, can,
feed chickens, gather eggs, decide number of eggs to sell, feed hogs, decide
when to kill hogs, kill hogs, dress hogs,
make sausage, make lard, milk cows,
and churn. In addition, information
was obtained on which of these members buy the groceries.

Plowing the garden was the activity
which fewest members per family
engaged (an average of 1.0 member
per family with gardens in both
groups.)
Hoeing the garden was the
activity in which most members per
family engaged (an average of 1.8
in

members per family with gardens

in

lower production group and 1.9
members per family with gardens in
There
the higher production group.)

the

tasks.

male heads, wives or
female heads, and children 10 years
and over working during the past year
on the 18 production and processing
tasks in families of the two groups and
the
percentage which these three
groups of family members were of the
working force were:
of

Money

Persons working
on production
and processing

value home-produced foods
Under $75 $75 and nfore
per person
per person

per family

tasks

per family

No.

Pet.

No.

Pet.

986

28.67*

1271

32.67*

female heads.-. 1647
Children
806

47.89

1869
750

48.05

23.44*

Male heads
Wives or

Total

Homemakers were asked whether

such

The number

_

3439

19.28*

3890

*The difference in percentages of the two
groups was highly significant.

About the same percentage of workon these production and processing
tasks in both groups of families were

ers

wives or female heads.

These

women

constituted nearly one-half of the labor
supply.
But there was a significant
difference in percentage of the labor
supply in the two groups of families
who were male heads and children.

The higher production group of families had relatively more male heads,
While the
fewer children.
lower production group of families had
relatively fewer male heads and rela-

relatively

tively

more

children.

Table 3 is given percentage of
total workers for the 18 specified production and processing tasks in famof the two money value food
ilies
groups who were male head-s, sons,
wives or female heads, and daughters.
As previously mentioned, data were
also obtained on members 10 years and
over who had bought or helped to buy
Famgroceries during the past year.
ilies in the two groups were classified
according to sex of members who
bought groceries as follows:
In

MISSISSIPPI
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Who

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN

Money

proportion

Under

members

value home-produced
foo ds
"
$75
$75 and more
per person
per person

bought

per family

groceries

59

temale members

20

'

the

groceries

and female
group who

significantly
of both
male and female members in the lower group who bought the groceries.
Sixty-two percent of the total number
in the lower group who bought groceries were male heads in the family.
The proportion of total food buyers in

per family

different

Percent

Percent

Male members only
Female members only..
Both male and

bought

of both male
in the higher

512

18

33

The proportion of "male members
only" in the lower group who bought

is

from the proportion

the higher group who were male heads
was almost as large as 58 percent. But
this job of buying groceries was more
often shared with the wife in the families having higher food production/'

the groceries is significantly different
from the proportion of "male members
only" in the higher group who bought
the groceries. On the other hand, the

In three percent of the lower food production families someone outside the family
bought the groceries, or no report was given by the fam'ily.

Percentage of toial workers for sneci^ied production and processing tasks in fam3.
of the two production groups who were male heads, sons, wives or female heads,
and daughters.
Wives or female
Male heads
Daughters
Sons
heads
Money Money Money Money Money Money Money
Money

Table

ilies

value
food
less

value
food
$75

value
food
less

value
food
$75

and

than

more

than

more

per
person

$75 per

per
person

$75 per

per
person

25
4
6
2
10
5

17

...

-

and

more

23

Churn

value
food
$75

than

Decided vegetables to plant
Decided amount of space
for each vegetable
Gather vegetables
Prepare vegetables for
canning
Canning
Fed chickens
Gathered eggs
Decide number eggs to sell
Feed hogs Kill hogs
Dress hogs

cows

less

$75 per

86
20
26

Milk

value
food

per
person

80

hogs

and

m'ore

person

kill

value
food
$75

than

Plow garden
Hoed garden

-

less

$75 per

Activity

Make sausage
Decide when to
Make lard

value
food

and

...

person

person

person

20

14

15
1

14
3

49
73

47
67

19
3

28

1

2

72

3

5

4

71

67
75

2

5

20

16

6
2
16

6

7

2
15
14

66
81
58
55
78

66
78
56
58
85

22

0
11

27

21
18
13
20

4

3

17
3

11

5

1

1

4

7

2

50
10
66
34
72

50

8
11

13

11

7

1

50
75
66
27
79

62*
84
76
35
89

28

24

21

28

15
17*

16
10

9
5

18
27

30^^

6

3

36

23

13

1

4

1

1

*Difference in percentage of two groups

is

statistically significant.

6
61

43
77

17
21

19
4

3
0

10
16

0
6
0
6
8

26

18

7
1

